Chain Reaction Movie Questions

1. What is the solution to the problem that is all around us?
2. What is the name of the university they are working for?
3. What did Eddie discover that stabilized the reaction?
4. Who did Eddie call and tell about the explosion?
5. Who was getting set up?
7. How did Eddie escape the police?
8. Where is the FBI command center located?
9. What happened on the roof of the observatory?
10. Who framed Eddie?
11. What was it that Lily sent to Shannon?
12. What was the message Eddie sent to Shannon?
13. How does Eddie check the license plate number from the van (CQ493)?
14. Where did Eddie say that he and his bomb making buddies were?
15. How many minutes did they say until the system blows?
16. How did Eddie and Lily get out of the locked room?
17. Who shot who in the elevator?
18. Who turned the containment systems off?
+
+
19. Where were Eddie and Lily when the place exploded?
+
+
20. Who did Shannon send a memo to at the end of the movie?